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1.Answer any six of the following questions:

5X6=30

(a)Describe the nature of Logic.

(b) Distinguish between sentence and proposition.

(c) If All S is P° is true, then what will be the truth values of other propositions containing same
subject and predicate tems?

(d) What is obversion? Discuss with example the rules of obversion.

(e) Give the Boolean interpretation of the following sentences and represent those by Venn-diagram.

i)Selfish people are never happy.

ii) All glittering things are not gold.

(Which rules of categorical syllogism are violated here and mention the name ofthe fallacy.

i) AAI -2

ii) 100 -4

()What do you mean by truth value? If A,B,C are true and X,Y,Z are false, then what will be the
truth values of following

propositions?

i[A.X)v Y]> [(X v A).Y]
i) -t(A.B) v X]

(-Y. -2)

(h) What are the differences between scientific and unscientific

2. Answer any three of the

explanations?

following questions:

10X3=30

(a)What is opposition of proposition? Explain with example the various types of opposition of

proposition.

(b) What is meant by 'Figure'

syllogisms by Venn-diagram.

of a

categorical syllogism? Determine the validity of the following

i)You are not eligible for this post because you are not graduates.
ii) No honest persons are liar. Only political leaders are

lair. So

political leaders are not honest

persons

(c)Use truth-table method to determine the validity of the following.

ip 9)(q v p)
PVP

ii) (A.-B) C
BvC

A.B)
(d) What is contingent statement form?
statement forms

are

Use truth-table method to determine whether
the following

tautology, self-contradictory or contingent.

)p>ip>(q. q)]
i) p> (q3r)]> (p>q)> (p>)]
(e) What is hypothesis? What are the criteria of a
good hypothesis?

